Many constraints between object oriented frameworks and plugins can be defined by specifications that describe how multiple objects relate and change their relationships over time. A tool can statically check a plugin's conformance to these specifications in a cost-effective manner and can add benefit or even replace custom tools for plugin development.
Misuse of Software Frameworks
Software frameworks, while helpful for architectural and code reuse, are complex and difficult to learn [Johnson97] . This is partially due to the complexity of the constraints they place on the plugins that utilize them. As shown in [JA07] framework constraints often concern multiple objects that interact together and change based upon the state of the plugin or framework. This makes the constraints difficult to understand and document. When a constraint breaks, it can be difficult to find the location of the error. A broken constraint frequently results in unexpected exceptions or unusual runtime behavior, and the erroneous behavior might occur long after the constraint was broken. Since the constraint may span multiple objects, the object that enforces the constraint may not be the same object that broke the constraint. For these reasons, even experienced plugin developers have difficulty keeping track of all the framework constraints with which they must comply.
Consider the following example from the ASP.NET web application framework. In the code snippet in Listing 1, a developer is programmatically changing the selection of a drop down list. To change the selection of any ListControl (DropDownList's base class), the developer must access the individual ListItems through the ListItemCollection This code breaks an important framework constraint. A DropDownList may have only one item selected, and the setSelected call does not deselect the existing item. Selecting multiple items causes a runtime exception when the DropDownList is rendered. On the other hand, selecting no items causes the framework to select the first item in the list. To make this problem more interesting, the selection constraint changes for each derived class of ListControl. For example, a CheckboxList may have 0-n items selected, and a ListBox's selection constraint changes according to a flag value. Listing 2 shows correct code for this task; the developer must first deselect the existing selection and must then re-select an item before the method ends. 
Proposed Solution: Relationships
When a developer programs to a framework, the primary task is not about creating new objects or data. In many cases, programming in this environment is about manipulating the relationships between existing objects. Every time the plugin receives a callback from the framework, it is implicitly notified of the current relationships between objects. As the plugin calls framework methods, the framework changes these relationships, and the plugin then knows more about the state of these relationships.
I have built upon this foundation by making user-defined relationships the primary abstraction in the specifications. Listing 3 shows an example of relationship annotations 1 on framework methods. These annotations describe the abstract effects of calling an operation. For example, the annotation @Child({return, this}, Effect.ADD) adds the userdefined "Child" relationship between this and the return value, while @Selected(this, Effect.SET, select) will either add or remove the "Selected" relationship from this based upon the value of select. Unlike related work such as [BW05] , the plugin developer does not have to change their programming style to accommodate the relationship abstraction.
Listing 4 shows how one can write constraints in terms of relationships. This constraint is only triggered when the expression being analyzed matches the one defined in op in Listing 4 and when the analysis can show that the logical predicate ctx is true. If the constraint is triggered, then the analysis must show that the predicate req is also true, and the analysis will produce the effects defined by effect. The analysis can be described as a shape-analysis in the framework defined by [SRW02] , however, the shape predicates are entirely user-defined.
Listing 4. ListControl API relations file @Constraint( op="ListItem.setSelected(boolean select)", ctx="select == true and Child(this, ctrl) and ctrl instanceof DropDownList", req="NoSelection(ctrl)", effect="!NoSelection(ctrl)")
While the static analysis is neither sound nor complete, a few small changes to the algorithm can produce a sound or complete analysis. The variant for industrial use is costoptimized to balance the tradeoff.
Research Plan
My current plan for research is below with the expected date of completion in parentheses. 
Open Issues
• My thesis focuses on the usefulness of the analysis, but it says little about the relationship abstraction itself and the potential beyond a specification checker. If I change this, I am not sure what a thesis about an abstraction, as opposed to a technology, should look like.
• Regarding validation, my concern is that to complete a large case study, the tool will need many features that are extraneous to the thesis itself but are required for real-world examples. It is not clear to me how much implementation needs to be done in order to validate my hypotheses, and how much I can depend on evaluators of the work to extrapolate from smaller or partial examples.
• I have some questions about the overall scope of the work. While working on the analysis, I've seen several tangential topics. One idea is to generate visualizations of the relationships that occur at each expression. Another idea was to extend the work to also cover relationships and constraints about "physical" resources, such as the development and deployment location of external files. I am not sure how much these topics add to the thesis or whether they are beyond the scope of the work.
